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ABOUT REPORT
As MAXX ROYAL RESORTS, we have started sustainability studies as of February 2017. We aim to share the improvement
we’ve made in that line and the outcomes of the study so far with our top management, employees, guests, suppliers and
other all partners and thus by increasing the awareness, to turn our wills to common goals and achievements with the
participation of all sides in our studies that we’ve made till today and will continue to make in future.
This report is our first report prepared as a necessity of our studies we’ve initiated for TRAVELIFE Environment and
Sustainability Award and contain the data for 2017-2018. Data from previous periods are also included to understand the
progress of our studies and to make a more comprehensive evaluation.
ABOUT REPORT

The steps we take to develop the sustainability perspective and adopt it as a management method renew and ensure us to
see new opportunities day by day. We shape our road maps in that way.
Sustainability studies in Maxx Royal hotels are in coordination with Hotel Quality Managements and evaluation of our
activities and performance in this field is always open to expectations and opinions of our shareholders.
Following is our contact information for any kind of feedback that will contribute to our co-development.

Ece PISTAV
Quality Manager
Maxx Royal Kemer Resort
Kiris Cad. Kiris Mah. No:88 Kiris-Kemer / ANTALYA
T +90 242 813 60 60
F +90 242 813 60 70
M +90 507 647 47 32
ece.pistav@maxxroyal.com
www.maxxroyal.com
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COORDINATOR’S LETTER

Dear Shareholders,
As a company that is strengthening day by day its DNA that is what differentiates from its competitors and that is
hard to copy, Maxx Royal Resorts, an extraordinary example in the sector, take justified pride of the achievement brought
by the privileged services presented to the guests, while, on the other hand, it’s aware that the role of its employees,
human labour, local community, the geography, cultural heritage, nature and natural resources is huge in this
achievement. It acts with this responsibility and thinks what else it can add to this cooperation every new day.
COORDINATOR’S LETTER
Growth rate and success of our company increase every passing day in the line with its goal. On the other hand, it
makes us more excited to see the absolute happiness and satisfaction of our guests in their experiences as it proves what
we’re doing is right.
Our goal is to ensure operational excellence, adopt continuous improvement, development and change
awareness as our business principle, to build long-term relations with out business partners, employees and all
shareholders, to ensure suitable conditions for legal and international quality, environment, health and safety standards
and to fulfil our obligation duly for the development of our sector, region and country by creating a model corporate
culture.
In this sense, I would like to thanks in advance for your support to make ‘’sustainability’’ philosophy we’ve started
to build as of 2017 within the company a developing model that catches a positive trend and approaches its purpose more
each day.

I have full faith that this journey will make us stronger, increase the trust and commitment to our brand more and
improve our team.

Best regards,
C. Burak TURKERI
MAXX ROYAL HOTELS COORDINATOR
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MAXX ROYAL KEMER RESORT
Established on an area of 148.000 square metres with its special accommodation units, elegant restaurants delivering
exclusive flavours from world cuisines, elite entertainment, activity and sports facilities, unique nature and landscape Maxx
Royal Kemer Resort, opened its door to guests in 2014.
Within «5
All Suite Hotel» category, the property provides service in Maxx Inclusive concept with its magnificent trio of
sea-sand-sun for 6 months, sports, meeting, group organizations, SPA facilities etc. Two bays with white sands, a pebble
sand and 420 metre long beach, an exceptional natural beauty are just a few of features that make Maxx Royal exceptional.

MAXX ROYAL KEMER RESORT

With its 1100 employees, 22 management units, management staff of 22 persons, it provides service to an average of
200000 guests from 75 different countries every year.

133 Rooms, 56 Laguna Suites, 15
Beach Villas, 84 Royal Residence
Family Suites
Mini Club, established on an area of
2700 m2 and thoroughly renewed in
2019, Amphitheatre, Playground and 2
Game Centers

Aquapark, 7 Specially Designed
Waterslides
7 A’la Carte Restaurants, 1 Children
Restaurant, 1 Pattiserie, 1
Chocolatier

11 Bars
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6 Outdoor, 2
Indoor Pools

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH IN MANAGEMENT
MAXX ROYAL RESORTS’ “Sustainability Policy” is the commitment of our company on this subject. In that line, all our
approaches will be in this direction and determination.
Our goal is to turn the sustainability principle in our hotels into a ‘’business manner’’ and commit to corporate memory in key
fields which will be outlined in the report.
It will be possible to make your our efforts successful and gain continuity only by acting together, spreading together and
strengthening together with our employees, guests, business partners, suppliers, solution partners and all related persons in
the vicinity.
SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH IN
MANAGEMENT

From this point of view, we’ve created a Social Committee formed of our employees under the leadership of our
Representative Managers within our organization to guide our employees.

EKİP LİDERİ

A
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER
Human Rights and Employee
Rights Representative

REPRESENTATIVES
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MEMBERS

A

A

A

A

A

QUALITY MANAGER
Environment and
Sustainability
Representative

MAXXILAND MANAGER

ENTERTAINMENT
MANAGER

PARTICIPANTS WITH
DIFFERENT TITLES
Department
Representatives

PARTICIPANTS WITH
DIFFERENT TITLES
Members

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH IN MANAGEMENT
It’s very important to raise the awareness of the staff who are inseparable part of our sustainability approach, to provide
them opportunities to get involved in the process and to contribute to the development.
In this sense, our annual training programs and orientations include subjects like social rights, supporting local employment,
protection of the natural life, supporting wild life, historical touristic spots, cultural assets, ecological diversity, energy and
water saving in the vicinity, our environmental activities-recycling system, diverging to local resources and we aim to spread
the sustainability philosophy over the property.

SUSTAINABILITY APPROACH IN
MANAGEMENT

Beside that, it’s aimed to increase the awareness in every sense via orientation training contents and manuals provided to
the employees at the start of their employment (Welcome Orientation Manual).
At the first stage of on-the-job process, employees are subject to trainings and exams as per Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP). These trainings are provided by the department officials as to include practices, verbal and video
trainings. The trainings cover suitable contents for above-mentioned sustainability approach as well as department
standardizations.
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HOW DID WE START?

2014
First studies in our hotels were initiated during the construction phase of our properties
to fulfil National Environment Legislation and from then, we have followed the process
through monthly audits/reports to maintain the practices, create training plans and start
necessary measurement, analysis and follow-up studies on subjects like waste
management, use of chemicals, waste water, service water, air emission and
preparing required procedures and obtaining environment permit through our
environmental technician. We still continue to act in that line.
HOW DID WE START?

2014
We have applied to Environmental Awareness Campaign (Green Star) launched
by T.R. MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND TOURISM to increase the environmental
awareness in our properties, convey our goals and experiences in that line to our
employees, guests and suppliers, use the saving and improvement opportunities better
and raise environmental consciousness within the property, and in 2014, our hotels
became Green Star Hotels following the completion of preparation process.

2017
As a member of TRAVELIFE, the internationally recognized sustainability certification
body that conducts studies to put the concept of sustainability into practice in tourism
sector and encourages the business enterprises with awards, we started to shape our
studies in line with the determined criteria and we received TRAVELIFE GOLD
CERTIFICATE in October, 2017. We continue to take new actions and generate new
ideas to each day improve and increase the continuity of this structure we’re creating.
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SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
As being aware of that natural resources we use, immediate circle and region we’re interacting with, our great family
we’ve created with out employees play a huge role in our corporate success and experience we offer to our guests, we
adopt taking our responsibilities into consideration at every step as a management mentality.
Therefore, we are trying to protect the nature more, embrace our cultural heritage, use the resources more economically,
diverging to human values, sharing and welfare, increase the sense of belonging of our employees, learn and develop
together, protect our most precious ones, our children and women with a fair and egalitarian point of view, establish
communication more with the local people and grab chances to develop the region we’re in.
SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

www.maxxroyal.com

We’re planning our business processes, analysing the outcomes and improving our current status day by day in that line.

While trying to do the best for our guests, we are also analysing our studies and outcomes, organizing our activities and
planning changes and innovations to reach our objectives and fulfil our responsibilities against the world.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
Requirements regarding our responsibility fields within the environment legislation are carried out with our contracted and
authorized environment consulting company and all processes are performed in control of our environment official.
Besides, practices and needs within the property are continuously followed, checked and reported by Environment
Management Representative.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT
Air Emission Control;
Our Maxx Royal Kemer property holds Environment Permit Exemption Certificate. It’s subject to audit within the scope of
this exemption.
Our property is exempted from Air Emission Control.
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Water and Waste Water Management;
Our property uses potable water and we have an active and controlled water conditioning system. Distributed from our
water lines to every corner within the property, the water qualifies as the drinking water and it’s controlled with daily,
weekly and monthly measurements and analyses. Water consumption in the system is read and recorded in consumption
reports.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

The waste waters exposed are connected to ASAT (Antalya Water and Waste Water Administration) line and certified
with Connection Quality Control License.

The drinking-potable water consumption values of our hotel represent the waste water values at the same time. We’re
paying the waste water charges to ASAT for the same amounts of water.

www.maxxroyal.com

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Water and Waste Water Management;
It’s seen in the following chart that the water consumption amount in 2017 is parallel with the guest occupancy in the
hotel.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

Total Water Consumption in 2017
(Comparison with Monthly Number of Guests)
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Water and Waste Water Management;
It’s seen in the following chart that the water consumption amount in 2018 is parallel with the guest occupancy in the
hotel.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

Total Water Consumption in 2018
(Comparison with Monthly Number of Guests)
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Water and Waste Water Management;
When water consumption values between 2017 and 2018 are compared, it’s seen that due to the increase in guest
occupancy in 2018, total water consumption increases as well.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

2017-2018 Water Consumption Comparison
(Total/KwH)
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Water and Waste Water Management;

When water consumption values between 2017 and 2018 are compared, it’s seen that total water consumtion
trends are changed due to the increase in guest occupancy.
When we look at the effect of this increase on consumption amount per capita, it’s seen that average of water
consumption per capita in 2017 is 4,91 KwH and 5,04 KwH in 2018.

Comparison of Water Consumption Amounts Per Capita Between
2017-2018 (KwH)

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT
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Our objective: To keep annual average at 5 KWH for water consumption per capita.
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;
In our property, our wastes in hazardous and non-hazardous categories are sorted at their sources and kept in waste
rooms until the delivery. Our data containing waste groups with details given below are submitted to Provincial
Directorates of Environment and Urban Planning once every three years under the name of WASTE MANAGEMENT
PLAN.
REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

Besides, as of 2019, infrastructure studies for T.R. ZERO WASTE PROJECT will be started.

To reduce waste amount, control measures will be taken in consumables used, amount of food produced, chemicals and

hazardous materials used.
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;
HAZARDOUS WASTES
WASTE
CODE

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

WASTE NAME

WASTE
CODE

WASTE NAME

180103

Wastes whose collection and disposal is subject to
special requirements in order to prevent infection

200134

Batteries and accumulators other than those mentioned in
200133

200126

Oil and fat other than those mentioned in 200125

160601

Lead batteries and accumulators

200108

Biodegradable kitchen and canteen waste

130208

Other engine, gear and lubricating oils

150110

Packaging containing residues of or contaminated by
hazardous substances

130113

Other hydraulic oils

150202

Absorbents, filter materials (including oil filters not
otherwise specified), wiping cloths, protective clothing
contaminated by hazardous substances

130703

Other fuels (including mixtures)

160107

Oil filters

160114

Antifreeze fluids containing hazardous substances

150111

Metallic packaging containing a hazardous solid porous
matrix (for example asbestos), including
empty pressure containers

070216
020108
200135
200121
080317

Wastes containing hazardous silicones
agrochemical waste containing hazardous
substances
Discarded electrical and electronic equipment other
than those mentioned in 200121 and 200123
containing hazardous components
Fluorescent tubes and other mercury-containing
waste
Waste printing toner containing hazardous
substances

080111
061302

Waste paint and varnish containing organic solvents or
other hazardous substances
Spent activated carbon
(other than 060702)

NON-HAZARDOUS WASTES
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WASTE
CODE

WASTE NAME

WASTE
CODE

WASTE NAME

150101

Paper and cardboard packaging

170203

Plastics

150102

Plastic packaging

170405

Iron and steel

150104

Metallic packaging

170407

Mixed metals

200108

Biodegradable kitchen and canteen waste

170411

Cables other than those mentioned in 170410

170201

Wood

150107

Glass packaging

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;

www.maxxroyal.com

2017 TOTAL (KG)

2018 TOTAL (KG)

850
2830

76
112

0
215

200
50

555
680

35
19

15
93

195
373

51
470
245

130
0

435
600
40
64

5610

1440

29
54

2017-2018
HAZARDOUS WASTES
(KG)

7645

29350

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

27730

Considering hazardous waste delivery amounts between 2017 and 2018, it’s seen that pomace waste group has been
delivered most and it’s followed by oil and fat group and then waste paing, varnish and contaminated packages. Since
awareness and efficiency of sorting increase each passing day within the property, wastes are delivered in high tonnage.
This case is observed as an indicator of the system development. Constructional activities take place in the property at
the end of the seaon resulted in increase of paint and varnish wastes.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;
Considering delivery amounts of non-hazardous wastes between 2017 and 2018, it’s seen that organic wastes group has
been delivered most and it’s followed by packaging wastes groups. Since awareness and efficiency of sorting increase each
passing day within the property, wastes are delivered in high tonnage. This case is observed as an indicator of the system
development.

2017- 2018 NON-HAZARDOUS WASTES (KG)

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT
1640140

322003

1663545

332690
107035
0

Paper and cardboard
packaging

Biodegradable kitchen
and canteen waste

2360

Iron and steel

2017 TOTAL (KG)
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0

126

Mixed metals

2018 TOTAL (KG)

99916

Glass packaging

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;

2 0 1 7 -2 0 1 8 HAZ ARDO US WAS TE AMO UNT P E R CAP I TA
2018

1,820

2017
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0,000
0,031

0,041
0,136

0,004
0,005

0,000
0,010

0,010
0,002

0,027
0,033

0,002
0,001

0,001
0,004

0,009
0,018

0,023
0,012

0,000
0,002

0,003
0,006

0,029
0,002

0,070
0,021

0,001
0,003

0,372

1,427
1,330

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Waste and Hazardous Materials Management;

PAPER AND
CARDBOARD
PACKAGING
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2018

0,11

79,80

2017

BIODEGRADABLE
KITCHEN AND
CANTEEN W ASTE

IRON AND STEEL

MIXED METALS

4,79

5,20

0,01

0,00

15,96

15,65

79,72

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

0,00

2 0 1 7 -2 0 1 8 NO N -HAZ ARDO US WAS TE AMO UNT P E R CAP I TA

GLASS PACKAGING

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;

Maxx Royal Kemer is a property where various energy sources and many technologies are used together. Energy data are
recorded with different methods and regularly reported. Followed by operational and financial anlyses, energy data are
evaluated by Energy Efficiency Consultant.
REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

Thanks to automation systems like illumination, air-conditioning, irrigation etc., saving opportunities are created.

It’s aimed to make positive impact on energy values by procuring efficient, saving, eco-friendly, new technology products.

Energy sources used in our property are as follows:

 Electricity
 Diesel Fuel
 Diesel Vehicle
 Gasoline Vehicle
 LPG
 Wood
 Coal
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;
2017 ENERGY DATA

TOTAL

TOTAL

PP/PER NIGHT TOTAL

ENERGY KWH

PERSON

ENERGY KWH

NATURAL GAS

4.614.561,93

108.936,50

624,78

ELECTRICITY

9.734.772,60

108.936,50

851,23

DIESEL FUEL

91.322,00

108.936,50

4,03

WATER

545.626,83

108.936,50

63,64

WASTE WATER

545.626,83

108.936,50

63,64

DIESEL VEHICLE

94.248,93

108.936,50

7,76

GASOLINE

312.392,40

108.936,50

19,34

GASOLINE VEHICLE

40.314,27

108.936,50

0,00

LPG

45.119,36

108.936,50

0,87

WOOD

143.782,00

108.936,50

16,49

COAL

308.026,40

108.936,50

35,44

OVERALL

16.475.793,56

108.936,50

1.687,22

ENERGY TYPES
REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;
When we make a general evaluation of 2017 (summer season) energy values, we see that electricity constitutes 59% of
energy consumption in our property. With 28%, LNG consumption follows electricity consumption. Water and waste
waster consumptions follow these two main consumption items. Gasoline and coal are among our low consumed energy
sources.

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

2017 TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS (KWH)
2%

0%

0%

1%

2%

1%
1%

3%
3%
NATURAL GAS

28%

ELECTRICITY

DIESEL FUEL
WATER
WASTE WATER
DIESEL VEHICLE
GASOLINE
GASOLINE VEHICLE
LPG
WOOD

59%
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COAL

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;
2018 ENERGY DATA

TOTAL

TOTAL

PP/PER NIGHT TOTAL

ENERGY KWH

PERSON

ENERGY KWH

LNG

4.629.575,81

118.919,50

505,96

ELECTRICITY

10.133.726,40

118.919,50

880,93

DIESEL FUEL

79.699,20

118.919,50

4,57

WATER

643.496,72

118.919,50

65,91

WASTE WATER

643.496,72

118.919,50

65,91

LODGEMENT WATER

59.189,45

3.168,00

89,45

DIESEL VEHICLE

77.447,93

118.919,50

10,43

GASOLINE

254.035,15

118.919,50

19,04

GASOLINE VEHICLE

59.394,64

118.919,50

0,00

LPG

3.840,76

118.919,50

0,21

WOOD

126.701,00

118.919,50

8,52

COAL

357.152,40

118.919,50

26,59

OVERALL

17.805.218,23

1.320.786,50

1.743,77

ENERGY TYPES

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT
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REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;
2018 ENERGY DATA
When we make a general evaluation of 2018 (summer season) energy values, we see that electricity constitutes 60% of
energy consumption in our property. With 27%, LNG consumption follows electricity consumption. Water and waste waster
consumptions follow these two main consumption items. Diesel fuel, gasoline and coal are among our low consumed
energy sources.
REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

2018 TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS (KWH)
2% 0% 0% 1%
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2%
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WOOD
COAL

REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON ENVIRONMENT
 Energy Management;
Comparison of years 2017 and 2018
When we compare the energy data between 2017 and 2018, it’s seen that energy consumption values have
increased in parallel to the increase in total number of our guests.

NUMBER OF GUESTS
REDUCING THE EFFECTS ON
ENVIRONMENT

20.847

Since our property welcomed 20574 guests in
2017 (between April and October) and 20847
guests in 2018 (between April and October), it’s
seen that consumption values have increased
in parallel to the guest occupancy.

20.574

2017

2018

When we look at the changein energy consumption ratio per capita between 2017 and 2018, we see an increase of
1.85%.

2017-2018 ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER
CAPITA (KwH)
815,88

800,81

2017

2018

Considering the ever-increasing needs, comfort necessities and abundance of property facilities, we see this increase
as an acceptable value.

Our objective: To keep this increase under 5% on yearly basis.
www.maxxroyal.com

WORKING LIFE
Our employees are the most important sources of the spirit of MAXX ROYAL RESORTS. Keeping that in mind, social rights
and fringe benefits, performance managements, rewarding, training and career management, employee safety of our
employees are always our priority.

 Recruitment Process;

WORKING LIFE

Recruitment process in our properties is performed within the framework outlined by Group Human Resources and Training
Directorate.
A fair, non-discriminative, objective multi-stage interviews applied during recruitment process, which also include general skills
assessment.
 Performance Management and Fair Wage System;
In our properties, performance monitoring calendars are created under the leadership of Group Human Resources and
Training Directorate. Assessments are made objectively and over an online system. Performance assessment outcomes have
a directive effect on the development and career planning of employees.
Our employees are informed of the salary they will receive, working conditions, working hours and pay days before they start
working.
 Training and Career Management;
All employees can benefit from right to education equally. We provide training opportunities on many subjects that may
contribute to their personal profile and competencies like self-improvement, awareness, consciousness, leadership, foreign
languages, understanding and helping people with disabilities as well as legal and professional trainings as required by the
tourism and hotel management sector.
Pursuing a goal of making investment in its employees especially in field of training, our group also puts emphasis on
promoting employees within the property or group.
Maxx Royal Kemer Resort,
 63 personnel in 2017,
 25 personnel in 2018 got promotion.
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WORKING LIFE

 Employee and Human Rights;
To ensure the absolute satisfaction of employees in Maxx Royal Resorts is significant for us. With this point of view, it’s
the responsibility of the management to meet all needs and comfort of the employees in the workplace such as his/her
working environment, psychology, self-motivation, performance as well as legal rights of the employee, including some
benefits provided by our company as fringe benefits.
WORKING LIFE
Since we employ a high number of foreign employees in our hotels and as a company that appeals to guests from various
nationalities and provides service at international level, it’s contrary to our hotel management and business principles to
discriminate between our guests or visitors in terms of nationality, race, religion etc. Therefore, Hotel Human Resources
Directorates treat all personnel affairs of our employees from different countries or nationalities with same attention in
compliance with the legal procedures and all employees within the hotel are presented with equal opportunities.

Our great family consists of 1500 employees from 38 different countries, who come together every day for the same
purpose, under same roof, with same enthusiasm.

Smiling is the common language in Maxx Royal Resort.
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WORKING LIFE
 Employee and Human Rights;

WORKING LIFE
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WORKING LIFE
 Employee and Human Rights;

WORKING LIFE
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WORKING LIFE
 Employee and Human Rights;

WORKING LIFE
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WORKING LIFE
 Employee and Human Rights;

WORKING LIFE
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WORKING LIFE
 Social Works;

One Card One Life
WORKING LIFE

We’ve made donation to LOSEV (Foundation for Children with
Leukemia) on behalf of 115 mothers employed in Maxx Royal
Kemer Resort and donation cards were presented to the mothers
along with violets.
This donation made on behalf of each mother will be used for the
treatment of a child. We aim to continue this tradition and give
hope to more children at every chance.
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WORKING LIFE
 Social Works;

One More Student Looks at The Future with Hope
WORKING LIFE
We’ve made donation to TEV (Turkish Educational Foundation) on
behalf of 220 fathers employed in Maxx Royal Kemer Resort and
donation cards were presented to all fathers along with seedlings
of olive trees in memory of this meaningful day to grow and bush
out with the children, take root and produce fruit and let hopes and
dreams be always green and healthily live for long years.
This donation made on behalf of each father will be spent for the
education of a child in need. We aim to continue this tradition and
give hope to more children at every chance.
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WORKING LIFE
 Social Works;
We plan and hold various organizations and events frequently to increase the motivation of our employees and carry
on the team spirit.

With the participation of all our managers;

WORKING LIFE

 Traditional staff party,
 Iftar meals during Ramadan
 Boat trip at deep blue Mediterranean sea,
 Entertaining aquapark event,

 Women’s Day celebration,
 Picnic organizations
 Selection the employee of month – year and celebrations.
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WORKING LIFE
 Social Works;
Kemer-Cirali-Olympos Tourism Region hosts protection and research project for loggerhead sea turtles carried out in
coordination with KETOB (Kemer Tourism Investors Union) and Environmental Protection. Reaching its 20th year this
year, the project is also under the responsibility of tourism properties situated on the most important beach in
Mediterranean, where the loggerhead sea turtles lay their eggs. As in all properties along the coastal strip, the coastline
of our property is under protection as well. We follow the production periods of loggerhead sea turtles and show
WORKING LIFE

ultimate attention to taking precautions to protect them. With this purpose, we encourage our guests and employees to
support this project with specially designed signboards we place on the beach
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BUSINESS LIFE AND COMMUNICATION: VOYMAXX.COM

WORKING LIFE

Voymaxx is an internet platform created
for our employees. They can access the Our employees are naturally the
platform via iOS and Android
members of this platform. As seen on our
applications. Via this application, we
job announces, Voymaxx.com acts as a
provide service in a wide array such as communication platform for both
accessing the contact info of our hotels, candidates and the employees.
brief CVs of our managers, training and
event calendar, job application section
where the employees can lead their
contacts, directives and the fields that the On our platform, available on
employees can convey their suggestions www.voymaxx.com, you can access our
and complaints directly to us.
hotels, news, carrier opportunities,
Discover Us section including our
A private page is created to those who corporate teasers, GO Projects, Hayal’Et
get to work in our company on
magazine and beyond.
Voymaxx.com address and the minimum
information of the employees are given
on this page.
Our employees can form a profile and CV
via this page. They can continue their
memberships or cancel their
memberships on this page following their
cease of employment.
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BUSINESS LIFE
GO “GO GREAT OPPORTUNITIES”
We recognize that offering a development opportunity to our
employees is one of the most essential responsibilities of us and
also believe that they’ll create difference on their works while
improving themselves and multiply their success. Within the
scope of our responsibility, we prepared “Go Great
Opportunities” project for you and we’ll develop many subprojects within this main project.

BUSINESS LIFE

In addition, “Go Plus” Application is a Foreign Language Bonus
system. Our employees get chance to have bonus payments in
various amounts from following 4 languages out of 5 depending on
their foreign language levels.

English

German

Russian

French

Turkish

Foreign Language Bonus is paid in addition to the base salary of
the employees who succeed in foreign language exams carried out
at our hotels. The exams prepared for our employees are applied
by the expert organizations in their fields. The results of the exam
are assessed basing mostly on 70% speaking and 30% other
skills. Employees can get bonus in 5 out of 6 levels prepared
special to our group abiding by the denomination of general level
of European Language Portfolio. Note that level A1 is out of the
scope. In order to support the improvement of our employees, we
give chance to take the exam again at least 3 months following the
date of the last exam.
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SOCIAL WORKS
 Collaboration Protocol for Vocational and Technical Training Development Between Ministry of National Education
and Maxx Royal Resorts and Voyage Hotels;

A separate protocol has been signed between the Ministry of National Education and our group in parallel to the protocol

agreed between the Ministry of National Education and Ministry of Culture and Tourism. In this context, three schools
have been determined as the project schools of our group.
SOCIAL WORKS

Purpose of Project;
To ensure the training of personnel aiming at meeting the need of qualified labor force
for the tourism sector and contribute on the augmentation of field competence of
trainers. In this context, three schools have been determined as the project schools
within the protocol signed between our group and the Ministry of National Education.

Scope;
 To provide job shadowing and in-service training for directors and field
trainers
 To provide foreign language trainings
 To award scholarship for university education to the students that we deem
successful during intern period in case they get accepted to a university in
relation to the sector
 To make additional payment to the intern students apart from their monthly
intern salaries
 To supply material and equipment support to the schools
 To provide ability training to the interns and trainers
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 To ensure employment guarantee for the students that we deem successful
during intern period.

SOCIAL WORKS

 Earth Hour Movement;
We have switched off and supported ‘’Earth Hour’’
movement initiated by World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
to draw attention to the global climate change all
over the world.
SOCIAL WORKS

 Support to Ramadan Tent and Ramadan Package Aid to Needers
Our group has given support to the Ramadan Tent organized by Kemer Municipality during Ramadan month. Moreover, we
have granted Ramadan Package to the needers determined by the municipality.
 Technical and Educational Support to University and Vocational High Schools
Technical visits are organized in the property, informative trainings suitable to the training departments and tourism & service
sectors are given and presentations are held for the students of Vocational High School and Vocational School of Higher
Education around the region.
 Special Day and Independent Organization Reminders
Broadcasts are held on employees’ info TVs and posts are shared via banners and images to make necessary reminds and
promote the participation to organizations and inform the employees concerning independent organizations and during special
days such as;
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Antalya Book Fair,
World Water Day,
World Environment Day,
World Food Day,
World Animal Rights Day,
Red Crescent Week
Official Holidays.

SOCIAL WORKS
 Let’s Talk Symposium;

Co-organized by Elbi Initiative and UNFPA (United Nations Population Fund) to tackle taboos around women’s health, Let’s
Talk 2018 Symposium was held on 25th – 26th October at Maxx Royal Kemer Resort with the support of Maxx Royal
Resorts.

SOCIAL WORKS
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CULTURAL WORKS

We are aware of our part on protection of local culture and values.

In this sense;

We’re highly sensitive about engaging in the activities and studies on issues given below:
CULTURAL WORKS

 Cultural Information
 Contribution to The Trade Volume of Region
 Introducing the Natural and Historical Assets
 Employment of Local People
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CULTURAL WORKS
 Cultural Information;
Earthenware pot workshop held in mini club of our hotel offers the opportunity to introduce tradition of pottery, one of our
intangible cultural heritage, to the little hands and thus we can tell about our cities where pottery still exist in our country. Every
week, an everage of 75 children attends this activity and these pots they create with their own hands are given as a gift to them
with a representative card.

CULTURAL WORKS
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CULTURAL WORKS

 Contribution to The Trade Volume of Region;
We pay attentipon to work with the suppliers located in the vicinity. The volume of guests and employees in our hotels
create human potential in the region and increases the population here. Employment of the people from nearby towns,
district and provinces contributes to the economic development in the region.
CULTURAL WORKS

439
YEREL
TEDARİKÇİ
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CULTURAL WORKS

 Introducing the Natural, Cultural and Historical Assets;

We provide detailed information about the natural history, touristic, archaeological assets, traditions and customs of the
region where our hotels are located in, local people and characteristics, trips to nearby spots, sports and cultural activities,
transportation through our websire, Maxxassistant team and info channel.
CULTURAL WORKS
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CULTURAL WORKS
 Employment of Local People;

During recruitment process, we pay ettention to the employment of the local people.

Maxx Royal Kemer Resort’s data on local and regional people are as follows;
 Antalya: 117
CULTURAL WORKS
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 Mediterranean Region: 294

COMMUNICATION WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY
We associate with hotel unions, mukhtars in the region, municipalities, public authorities and conduct joint studies according to
the needs on the following issues through the property management and designated management representatives;

 Strengthening local employment,
 Raising local awareness,
 Protecting the local sources and opportunities,
COMMUNICATION WITH LOCAL
COMMUNITY

 Protecting the historical and cultural assets,
 Mutualization in the region,
 Supporting the studies that ensure the introduction of the region,
 Solving the important issues and problems that will affect the region.
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